The impact of head repositioning accuracy and proprioception on cervical stabilization exercise in healthy adults
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Objective: Cervical stabilization exercises are frequently to improve strength and endurance of cervical muscles. The purpose of this study was to identify changes in head repositioning accuracy (HRA) and neck proprioception through cervical stabilization exercises in healthy adults.

Design: One group pretest-posttest design.

Methods: Thirteen participants with no previous history of neck pain or injury to the cervical spine were recruited. HRA was measured by equipment including laser pointer, helmet, eye patch and marking pens. The distance between the spot where the beam had stopped and the center of the graph paper was measured three times with the averaged value used as the head repositioning accuracy. Neck proprioception was measured by a cervical range of motion device (CROM). Subjects wore the CROM tester and were to look straight ahead while bending his/her neck. Subjects were instructed to perform extension, lateral flexion and rotation, and the values were then measured and recorded. The measurements were performed pre-intervention, and after cervical stabilization exercise.

Results: There was no significant difference on HRA after intervention. In addition, there was no significant difference on neck proprioception compared with pre-intervention.

Conclusions: The present study did not identify any effect on HRA and neck proprioception of cervical stabilization exercise. Further investigations are required to elucidate this in old aged participants and patients with neck pain.
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Introduction

A lot of people in this modern society have a musculoskeletal disorder in their neck and shoulder due to daily use of computer, including frequent use of mobile phone. Especially, postural stability is an essential factor in physical therapy as the changes in posture lead to the change in muscle activities or load on each joint according to the positions of joints related to alignment of human body, and the changes also have impacts on musculoskeletal system [1].

When a man is standing or sitting with his upper part of back hunched up, the position of his neck and head changes as a compensatory action [2]. The change in position of head may cause unbalance in the arrangement of musculoskeletal system, tension in neck-extensor muscles and weakness of neck-flexor muscles [3]. If this abnormal motor control continues for a long time, the joints or skeletons will not be able to make a normal movement with dynamics and physiological control [4].

The terminology ‘proprioception’ was used for the first time by Sherrington [5], who adopted the word to explain the sense of position and motion that were delivered by receptors located deep in muscles, tendons and joints. In the early days, the word was used almost in the same way as
myesthesia, however, these days, it is used to express something complicated, including various types of senses, such as the sense of position, acceleration, perception of mobility and force [6].

Lederman et al. [7] reported that damages on muscles or joints may bring about a dysfunction on muscle spindle, and the proprioception could decrease according to a structural change caused a chemical change or damage around the muscle spindle. If there is damage to the proprioception, it will be difficult to make a proper response based on the collaboration with related muscles [8]. The proprioception may be divided into muscle, skin and joint proprioception, and it is the information obtained from joints, tendons, ligaments, muscles and skin. The muscle spindle and Golgi tendon organ are the dynamic receptor of muscles and tendons, and the main function of muscle spindle is to accept the changes in length of muscle and the speed of change, which are delivered to the nervous system. The main function of Golgi tendon organ is to detect the changes in tension between muscle-tendon units [9, 10]. It is well known that most of proprioceptive receptors are located in tendons and articular capsules, and are activated a lot at the anatomical end range [6]. Cuomo et al. [11] reported that the reduction of proprioceptive information led to the reduction of activation level of the surrounding muscles than controlled the joints.

Spinal stabilization is related to a proper response to the information regarding spine protection and stabilization, and the information is obtained from all sensory organs, such as the passive subsystems, active subsystems, and the control subsystem [12]. The range where resistance of joint is minimized or removed during a passive movement is defined as a neutral zone, and reduction of minute injury is very important for clinical stability of spine, so the shrinkage of this zone, which is caused by various damages or changes, may lead to a restriction on physiological movements [13]. The basic theory of stability exercises is related to maintaining neutral position to avoid the process to become disabled, which starts with minute injuries and degeneration of structures, as the various structures forming spine are worn out in routine activities, so it may be avoided by the exercise that helps stabilize spine through increasing flexibility, collaboration, endurance and muscle strength [14].

The cervical stabilization exercise can be used as a treatment that promotes body balance and function through control over neck joint movements for the patients with neck movement disorder, so the roles of muscle is emphasized in stability of cervical vertebra [15]. And recently, the cervical stabilization exercise is frequently used as an exercise that improves the muscle strength and endurance of neck muscles attached to the cervical vertebra [16]. The cervical vertebra is surrounded by the muscle that facilitates the head and neck movement, and the muscles in-depth, which are attached to each segment are working at all times regardless of the direction of movement. The longus capitis and longus colli play an important role in controlling and maintaining the neck movement [17], and unlike the sternocleidomastoid muscle and middle scalenus muscle, they are directly attached to the cervical vertebra as they are located in-depth [18]. Many neck muscles have certain number of muscle spindles per unit, so it can be assumed that the muscles are requested to have high-level function of proprioception [19]. Boyd-Clark et al. [18] reported that the longus colli has the higher distribution rate of muscle spindle than the multifidus muscle, so the roles of longus colli in postural stability has been more emphasized recently. And it has been argued that the static muscular endurance with low-level stability will play a more effective role in maintaining the cervical stabilization than the muscular contractile force of the neck flexor muscle in-depth [20]. Though we cannot measure the function of in-depth neck flexor muscle by carrying out a head-neck bending test, we may help keep the neck flat gradually by reducing the forward bending with contraction of longus colli after placing a pressurizer filled with air behind the neck. This is not designed to bend the head, but to bend the neck, so it is suitable to evaluate the anatomical activities of deep muscle rather than the activities of surface muscles [17, 21].

Therefore, this study aims to identify the influence of cervical stabilization exercise, in which the pressure biofeedback unit is used, on the head repositioning accuracy and proprioception in the students who have to sit on a chair to study or use a computer for a long time.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

The participants in this study consist of 13 college students participating in this program voluntarily. The candidates who had an external injury or neurologic damage around neck were excluded, because such injuries could have an impact on the study results. The average age of participants was 24.31 years, and their average height and weight were 170.61 cm and 62.69 kg, respectively.
Outcome measure

The head repositioning accuracy and neck proprioception were measure by using a cervical range of motion (CROM) tester (Sammons Preston Inc., Bolingbrook, IL, USA). The CROM tester has been devised to measure the CROM, and it helps carry out an objective measurement of neck flexion, extension, lateral flexion, and rotation.

Procedures

In order to measure the head repositioning accuracy, a 1 m×1 m graph paper was attached on the wall that was 2 m away from the subject. The subject was asked to sit upright on a chair put in accordance with the central line of on a graduated ruler. After wearing a helmet with a laser pointer attached on it, the subject was asked to move his/her head in order to make the beam be aimed at the center of the graph paper. And then the subject was asked to carry out a preliminary training five times in total. After completing the preliminary training, the experimenter asked the subject to aim the beam at the center of graph paper after turning the subject’s head to the right. The experimenter measured the distance between the spot where the beam had stopped and the center of the graph paper, which was carried out three times, and then the average value was used as the head repositioning accuracy [22]. The less deviation implied that the head repositioning accuracy had got better. The experimenter asked the subject to stare forward naturally, and marked the point on the graph paper, which was in accordance with the laser beam. And the subject was instructed to stare forward naturally again after carrying out flexion, extension, lateral flexion and left-right rotation of head. The experimenter marked the point where the beam was shot, and the distance between the point marked in the first attempt and the other point marked in the second attempt by using the x-axis and y-axis (Figure 1).

In order to measure the proprioception of neck, the subject was instructed to stand with his/her feet shoulder length apart, and sit upright on the chair without leaning over the chair. The subject was asked to wear the CROM tester, looking straight ahead. The angle meters attached at the front, side and top of CROM tester were set at zero. And the subject was asked to bend his/her neck at an angle of 30 degrees to hold the pose for 3 seconds. And then the subject asked to remember the point of flexion. And after coming back to the neutral position, the subject was asked to go back to the previous position to keep the position for 3 seconds. The experimenter measured and recorded the flexion angle. In the method mentioned above, the subject was instructed to carry out the movements such as extension, left and right lateral flexion, and left and right rotation, and the measured values were recorded (Figure 2).

The cervical stabilization exercise was carried out by using the Stabilizer Pressure Biofeedback unit (Chattanooga...
Table 1. Comparison of head repositioning accuracy (HRA) and proprioception at pre and post intervention (N=13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Pre-intervention</th>
<th>Post-intervention</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-axis difference (cm)</td>
<td>8.15 (6.19)</td>
<td>5.23 (3.79)</td>
<td>1.502</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-axis difference (cm)</td>
<td>15.62 (13.84)</td>
<td>7.69 (6.17)</td>
<td>1.821</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck proprioception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexion (°)</td>
<td>29.92 (3.04)</td>
<td>29.77 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension (°)</td>
<td>30.85 (1.41)</td>
<td>30.00 (1.41)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right side-flexion (°)</td>
<td>29.77 (1.01)</td>
<td>30.00 (0.82)</td>
<td>-0.898</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left side-flexion (°)</td>
<td>29.46 (1.61)</td>
<td>30.08 (1.04)</td>
<td>-1.336</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right rotation (°)</td>
<td>32.08 (2.90)</td>
<td>30.31 (1.38)</td>
<td>1.714</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left rotation (°)</td>
<td>30.92 (1.85)</td>
<td>30.23 (1.09)</td>
<td>1.389</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are presented as mean (SD).

Medical Supply Inc., Hixson, TN, USA) (Figure 3). In the cervical stabilization exercise, the subject was lying on the table on his/her back, and the stabilizer was placed behind the neck, and then the stabilizer was swollen up to 20 mmHg by inserting air. The subject was asked to tuck his/her chin and press the stabilizer placed behind the neck, so that the pressure could be kept at 30 mmHg [10]. The subject was asked to keep the pose for 10 seconds at a time. And 3 sets of tests were carried, and each set was composed of 10 tests. Between each test the subject took 10-second break, and between each set the subject took 1-minute break.

Data analysis

In order to identify the head repositioning accuracy and proprioception of neck before and after the cervical stabilization exercise, the paired t test was carried out. And in order to verify the statistical significance, the level of significance was set at 0.05, and the collected data was analyzed by using the SPSS ver. 12.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), a commercial statistical program.

Results

The head repositioning accuracy appeared to be reduced as the difference in x-axis that had been 8.15±6.19 cm before the cervical stabilization exercise changed into 5.23±3.79 cm after the exercise, and the difference in y-axis had been 15.62±13.84 cm changed into 7.69±6.17 cm after the exercise, however, there was no statistical significance. And the proprioception of neck appeared not to have a significant difference before and after the cervical stabilization exercise (Table 1).

Discussion

Neck pain, along with low back pain, is regarded as one of the most general factors causing dysfunction in everyday life, and the people in this modern society using a computer or mobile phone frequently cannot avoid the problem. As the neck shall have both the stability to support the head and dynamic characteristics related to the motility that helps the connectivity between head and body, so the habitual bad posture and repeated minute injuries may result in problems. When keeping the postural stability of neck, the roles of deep flexion muscle, longus colli and longus capitis are emphasized most frequently [18].

Chronic neck pain patients frequently face formation of straightened neck of backward flexion due to the structural deformation of cervical vertebra, and the deformation may result in neck pain. Taimela et al. [23] reported that the head repositioning accuracy of chronic neck pain patients was lower than that of normal person, and they argued that the hypoesthesia might have a negative effect on proper neck arrangement.

In this study, it was found out that a certain amount of intervention helped reduce the problem related to head repositioning accuracy, but the statistical significance has not been identified. Kim et al. [24] identified the significant difference in the ability to relocate head by applying a cervical stabilization exercise, where a sling was used. The exercise was carried out 24 times in total and the 50-minute exercise was carried out three times a week for 8 weeks. Kim et al. [25] also identified a significant result related to the sense of head relocation by carrying out the 30-minute cervical stabilization exercise three times a week, and the exercise was carried out for 8 weeks in total. However, in this study, the
head repositioning accuracy appeared to be reduced as the difference in x-axis that had been 8.15±6.19 cm before the cervical stabilization exercise changed into 5.23±3.79 cm after the exercise, and the difference in y-axis had been 15.62±13.84 cm changed into 7.69±6.17 cm after the exercise, however, there was a difference from the precedent studies as no statistical significance could be identified. It is assumed that the difference from the precedent studies might have occurred because this study was aimed at bringing about a result from one cross-sectional study, while the precedent studies had been carried out by applying 8-week intervention.

The previous study results were based on the cervical stabilization exercise that had been carried 3 sets a day, 3 days a week for 5 weeks in total, identified that the sense of joint position among the kinds of proprioception increased significantly when coming back to the neutral position after the subjects from experimental group moved their neck to the left, right and upward as much as possible [26]. However, Lee [26] could not identify any significant difference in the control group who had taken a neck posture exercise and the McKenzie exercise for an hour. This study has not identified any significance in the flexion, extension, lateral flexion to the right and left in comparison with the state before intervention. Jung et al. [27] confirmed that the sense of joint position, when bending and extending the neck at a sitting posture, had significantly less deviation in the upright posture than the bending posture. Though the present study was aimed at promoting the proprioception by recovering the normal posture of neck joint through the cervical stabilization exercise, it could not identify the change in promotion due to the too short term of exercise.

This study could not identify the effects of short-term cervical stabilization exercise on the changes in head repositioning accuracy and proprioception. However, if it is allowed the subjects to have enough time to do the cervical stabilization exercise like the precedent studies, we may assume that the neck will respond to the location of head through improvement of proprioceptive sensation as the information helping keep a correct posture is provided continuously, which may result in good effects on posture correction for body and neck.

The limitation of this study is that the term of cervical stabilization exercise was too short to cause a change through the exercise, and the participants were so healthy and young that it was difficult for them to feel the problems related to head repositioning accuracy and proprioception, which led to the difficulty in identifying the effects of cervical stabilization exercise.

This study aims to identify the impacts of cervical stabilization exercise of healthy adults on the head repositioning accuracy and proprioception. This study could not identify a significant change in the head repositioning accuracy and proprioception. And it could not identify the effects of cervical stabilization exercise because this study was aimed at identifying the change through a short-term exercise program based on a cross-sectional study. Therefore, it is expected that the effects of cervical stabilization exercise will be carried out for a longer-term exercise period, applying the procedure to various subjects with neck joint dysfunction.
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